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Abstract—Digital related businesses are growing significantly and globally and, increasing 20% on average from 2014 to 2020; it is dominated by new rising startups based in Silicon Valley. The financing model implemented by those startups uses Venture Capital (VC) model. There are a lot of numbers of VC in the world performing fund rising investing on new startups. Big corporates also participate in investing on those startups using subsidiary company acting as a Corporate Venture Capital (CVC) vehicle that manages the fund from the parent company. Since 2014, CVC has become the major leading investors in many venture transactions with a big share of venture pie.

Venturing is a risky business with a high failure rate and big money involved, but the higher risk at stake will give the higher possibilities of gaining for the company. Big corporates that have strategies on investing by using merger and acquisition models will face difficulties when they invest in this kind of high-risk business. Traditional approaches and thresholds from existing investment models will not match the nature of this business and should be changed by using the venturing scheme. This research explores the change and shift behavior of organization starting from the big corporates to corporate venture capital when they are doing investment using CVC as a venturing vehicle.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Digital related businesses are growing significantly and globally, increasing an average of 20% from 2014 to 2020 [6] with consumer digital product as the main segment that has higher growth if when compared to other segments. Consumer digital products portfolio can be differentiated into softwares and applications based on Internet or cloud network for TV and Video (i.e. YouTube, Google Play etc.), Music (i.e. Pandora, Spotify etc.), Communication (i.e. Skype, WhatsApp etc.), Productivity (i.e. Evernote, Salesforce.com etc.), Collaboration (i.e. Dropbox, Rackspace etc.) and Social Media (i.e. Facebook, Twitter etc.). The top consumer digital products are mainly developed by new rising startups and dominated by startups based on Silicon Valley.

The startups develop their products using financing from the third party with Venture Capital (VC) model. VC model is becoming a trend in helping startups to grow. This happens because besides providing funding, it VC also offers mentorship and investor networking to help startups achieve their success. There is a number of VCs in the world performing fund rising for investing on new startups; big corporates also participate in investing on startups using subsidiary companies that act as a Corporate Venture Capital (CVC) vehicle to manage funds from the parent company. Since 2014, CVC has become the major leading investors on many venture transactions in the world with a big share of venture pie. In the future, CVC will still play a critical role in shaping startup business in the world.

Venturing is a risky business with a high failure rate and big money involved. William Hambert, a legendary venture capitalist who made early investment in Apple, Genentech, and Google, said that the possibility of failure rate for venture investing is 90%; it means that there will be only 1 success from each 10 startups invested. Venture capital players like 500 Startup created more moderate calculations for failure rate possibility to around 50-60%. Even with a low rate of success, venture investing model is still attractive for many VCs/CVCs because the higher risk at stake will give higher possibilities for gain for the company.

Big corporates that have strategies on investing by using merger and acquisition models will face difficulties when they invest in this kind of high-risk business. Traditional approaches and thresholds from existing investment models will not match the nature of this business and should be changed by using the venturing scheme. This research explores the change and shift behavior of organization starting from big corporates to corporate venture capital when they are doing investments using CVC as a venturing vehicle.
The methodology used in this research was literature review approach to define the significant organizational behavior variables that changed and shifted during the process. The literature review result was verified and analyzed by CVC experts based on their experience as former big corporate employees and as existing CVC players in Indonesia.

The research was limited in order to focus on organizational behavior changes from corporate operation model to CVC operation model. Further research is needed to explore more detailed behavior on shifting especially for CVC outside Indonesia.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Financing Source

In creating a new business, entrepreneurs need a funding source to finance their product research & development and expand their business networks. For an entrepreneur who is wishing to launch or further develop their idea or business, essentially there are five different sources of financing which are available [1]:

1) Self-financing (including personal savings, family and friends);
2) Government or public funding through various programs targeting startups and SMEs;
3) Stock market flotation;
4) Debt financing (bank loans);
5) Equity financing (venture capital, private equity).

Self-financing depends on owners or founders capability to raise funds from their own pocket, startups basically do not have a lot of budget on their bank accounts to fund all company activities, and thus self financing is sometimes suitable only for initial stages of business because later phase of business will need a bigger amount of fund and needs to be supplied by another source of fund.

Government or public funding is targeted at specific startups and SMEs segments; this condition makes the funds not always available for every startup because startups need to meet certain criteria before they receive the funding. Stock market financing is only available in the later stage after startup products and businesses are established with certain numbers of customers and entering Initial Public Offering (IPO). Startups in the early stage cannot get this kind of financing, because they do not offer stock to investors yet.

The common option for entrepreneurs to get funding in the initial phase is using debt or equity financing, the characteristic comparison between debts financing through bank loans and equity financing through venture capital as described as follows [5]:

Debt financing through bank loan needs startups assets as a guarantee to protect bank investments, and before releasing the loan to the startup company, the bank also needs a clear business model to make sure that their investment will return and the borrower can start to repay the loan annually as soon as possible based on the terms of agreement on payment between the bank and the startups. This precondition will be difficult to fulfill by startups because usually in the initial phase, startups do not have any asset and only have an idea that is not yet validated. In the initial phase, sometimes startups develop a new product without a clear verified business plan.

With this certain condition, equity financing through venture capital is the best solution for startups to raise a funding because they do not need to have an asset for a bank guarantee and there is no short-term debt payment obligation but compensate it with percentage of ownership stock with longer periodic commitment of return.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Debt Financing &amp; Equity (VC) Financing Comparison [5]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Form of Investment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The company borrows money which it has to repay later, with interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investor’s source of return</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return on investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protection for investor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Considerations for investor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time before investor generates income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Means of exit for investor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. History of Venture Capital

Venture capital was first established in 1946 after world war II by Karl Compton (MIT President, General Georges F. Doriot (Harvard Business School Professor) and a local business leader using organization named American Research and Development (ARD) [4]. ARD trades a close end fund which trade shares between investors on an exchange like an individual stock [4].

In 1958, Draper, Gaither and Anderson formed the first venture capital limited partnership [4]. This partnership was different from the previous close end funds and was exempt from security regulations, including the exacting disclosure requirements of the investment company act 1940 [4].

During 1960 - 1970 most venture organizations raised money either through closed end fund or Small Business Investment Company (SBIC) and were sponsored by the Federal government to enhance the venture capital industry [4]. In the late 1960s and 1970s most of SBICs collapsed because it was designed poorly by the US government; however, the venture industry increased dramatically in the late 1970 and early 1980 because The US government was permitted to invest the pension funds on venture capital funds followed by the ‘prudent man’ rule [4].

During 1980 - 1990 about 60% venture funds were distributed to IT industry especially communication and networking, software and information service. The majority
is based in California for high tech companies like Apple Computer, Cisco System, Genentech, Microsoft, Netscape and Sun Microsystems [4].

C. Venture Capital Definition & Roles

America Venture Capital Association defines VC as a kind of equity capital that plunged into emerging, swift and competitive enterprises by professional financiers. VC financing can be defined as equity investments in closely held private companies with no publicly traded stock intended for a limited period of time [8]. VC is often called “patient capital” as it seeks a return not through immediate and regular payments of principal and interest, but through long-term capital appreciation [5].

Venture capital investors not only provide capital but also offer value-added services to startup in the form of strategic advice (mentoring), introducing alliance networks and facilitating exit strategies [5].

1) Mentoring VC provide companies with strategic, operational and financial advice [5]. They help startup to form the company as a legal entity, grow an idea to become a product, validate the product to customer and assist with other strategic direction during company operation.

2) Alliances VC can introduce the company to an extensive network of strategic partners, domestically and internationally [5]. VC also can help startup to obtain follow on funding from another partner to expand the business dimension.

3) Facilitate exit VC are experienced in the process of preparing a company for an initial public offering (IPO) and can also facilitate a trade sale. [5].

D. Corporate Venture Capital

Corporate Venture Capital (CVC) is an activity of equity investment by large corporations in entrepreneurial ventures to pursue both the strategic objectives of their parent company and financial objective [7].

...
F. Flow of CVC Funding

CVC get funding from its parent company and it is distributed to startup as equity investment. During the time, startups will give a direct capital gain to the CVC and indirect capital gain to the parent company. Startups also can give a direct contribution to the parent company through their product or market synergy between startups and parent company [3].

Fig. 2 CVC Process Model [3]

G. Venturing Decision Making Process

Decision making for investing in CVC is a long and prudent process, and is divided into three stages: screening stage, value added stage and exit stage [5] as shown in figure 3. Decision making at the screening process relates to investing decision whether CVC will invest or not to the startup; the process will include preliminary evaluation, negotiate term sheet with startup and details, due diligence performed by CVC or third party assess or to review startup business appropriateness. The objective of the screening process is to eliminate the risk that will appear during startup company doing business, but even with a thorough screening process, business risk and information asymmetries still remain[1].

Decision making at the value added process depends on CVC objectives to enrich startup capability; at this stage CVC will decide the mentorship programs plan, additional fund budget and strategic alliance for startup business. Decision making at exit stage process will depend on CVC strategies in collecting gain from the existing investment at the startup company; CVC can decide to sell their share at IPO or trade the share with other companies.

III. THEORY BUILDING

The development of theory is a central activity in organizational research and the theory can be developed by combining observations from previous literature, common sense and experience [2]. The dimensions implied by the theory definition are indicated by the terms ordered, generic, and range. As generalizations become more hierarchically ordered, behaviors and structures that are the focus of the generalizations become more generic, and the range of specific instances explained becomes broader [10].

Theories and models are two different things; theories almost always incorporate models, but models do not necessarily require theories or a theoretical foundation [9]. This research developed a theory based on a strategic model that should be made aware by big corporations when entering venturing business through CVC. There will be a paradigm shifting in every level of corporate activity and should be well prepared for the success of a business. The model is based on "Three Level of Strategy\" model where each level of strategy will be reviewed with the organization behavior changes from a corporate operation model to CVC operation model.

Fig. 3 Venture Capital Investment Process[5]

Fig. 4 The Three Levelsof Strategy Change

Strategy in business can be split up into three different levels; those are Corporate Strategy level, Business Strategy level, and the Functional Strategy level. The main difference between all of them is due to their sphere of influence.

A. Corporate Strategy Change

Corporate strategy is concerned with the overall purpose and scope of the organization to meet stakeholder expectations. This level is heavily influenced by investors and directors in the business and acts to guide strategic decision-making throughout the business. Corporate strategy is often stated explicitly in a \"mission statement\".
The changes of organizational behavior in the corporate strategy level when the corporate goes into venture business are in the following area:

1) **Risk Level**: corporates usually have regulations to do a business with moderate or low risk exposure level, corporates always review the business plan and doing a detail due to diligence before deciding to make an investment in order to protect their investment. Venturing business has a nature as business with high-risk exposure level because venture investment at the early stage and at that time the product may not be ready and not commercialized yet. The customers as the target have also not yet validated it and the detail of the business plan is not available yet, so doing venturing business through CVC will shift the risk level that will be faced by the corporates from moderate to high-risk level business.

2) **Decision Making**: corporate in making a decision should comply with the company regulation, sometimes the decision should follow staging approval up to the board of director and commissioners based on their authority and creates long duration time for decision making. In VC, the decision-making should be decided very fast, because the business trend is changing very fast too and it cannot wait for longer decision. Corporate should adapt their decision making process in CVC to become leaner and faster.

3) **Investment Duration**: corporates usually make an investment for business that gives return in a short duration for less than 5-year period. VC business by nature is a long duration investment that gives return for more than 5-year period. If corporates want to enter venturing business, they need to change their investment paradigm from a short term to a long-term investment duration.

**B. Business Strategy Change**

Business strategy is concerned more with how a business can compete successfully in a particular market, or how to beat the competition. It concerns strategic decisions about choosing products, meeting customer needs, gaining advantage over competitors, exploiting or creating new opportunities, and etc.

The changes of organizational behavior in business strategy level happened when corporates go into venture business in the following area:

1) **Investment Return**: corporates usually target revenue as a key performance indicator (KPI) for investing business units. It is different from venturing business that does not use revenue as KPI because in the initial stage, startup does not create much cash from their business. The KPI that is used for venturing business in the initial phase is a company valuation and it is measured based on the amount of the funding received by startups during their initial business.

2) **Investment Source**: corporates in doing investing use self-financing or loan from banking as their financing source and as a return the corporates provide solid business plans and assets for investment assurance. Startups cannot provide guarantee for loan prerequisite, so the investing source for CVC to finance startup uses fund rising and the majority is provided by CVC parent company.

3) **Product Management**: corporates when perform investing usually focus on a single product or a company that gives a high impact to the corporate business. Venturing business does not have any product with a high impact yet because all of the products are still in the development stage, so investing in VC should focus on managing the product portfolio that is projected to grow in the future.

**C. Functional Strategy Change**

Functional strategy is concerned with how each part of the business is organized to deliver the corporate and business-unit level on strategic direction. Operational strategy therefore focuses on issues of resources, processes, people and etc.

The changes of organizational behavior in the functional strategy level happened when corporates are going into venture business in following area:

1) **Human Interaction**: interaction between employees in big corporations use formal communication such as formal letter/email and formal meeting based on the employee’s position; this is very different with the interaction in CVC that generally use non formal communication like social media chat without any rank barrier. This change should be implemented by corporates when they do VC business, because startups as CVC counter part also uses non-formal interaction on their daily communication.

2) **HR Treatment**: corporates treat their employees based on the contract between the company and the employees and each party has their own right and obligation that should comply with the corporate regulation. CVC treat their employees as an entrepreneur so they should become creative people without many restrictions for the benefit of the company.

3) **Organizational**: organization in the corporate is well structured because it should represent all the roles within the company and it is very different from an organization in CVC that is very flexible and depends on the up-to-date situation.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

Big corporates which have a plan to enter venture business should be aware about the changing and shifting behavior of the organization and try to adapt the changes for the success of their business. This research helps corporate
to focus on the area of change by using three levels of strategy approach.

The change implementation will challenge and become a huge effort for the corporate to be faced because it should be implemented in parallel and it will give impact to all levels of corporate strategies. If the corporate has succeeded translating the change to CVC, it will help the CVC to create a good atmosphere for investing in venture business.

The research is limited in order to focus on organizational behavior changes from corporate operation model to CVC operation model. Further research is needed to explore a more detailed shifting behavior, especially for CVC outside Indonesia.
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